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h i g h l i g h t s
� P is the fastest diffuser regarding the formation of the solute-rich clusters.
� P segregation in clusters saturates between 0.1 and 0.5 dpa.
� No synergistic effects between Ni, Si and P are observed up to 0.1dpa.
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a b s t r a c t

In this experimental work the behaviour of Ni, Si and P, typical impurities or low alloying elements in
ferritic/martensitic nuclear steels, with increasing irradiation dose was investigated in model FeCrX
(X¼Ni, Si, P, NiSiP) alloys using atom-probe 3D maps. These elements are known to increase the
embrittlement and the hardening of steels by creating solute-rich clusters at 300 �C. This study is focused
on the analysis of these clusters and the influence of every chemical specie in their formation. The model
alloys have been irradiated with 5MeV Fe2þ ions up to 0.1 and 0.5 dpa at 300 �C and the 3D atom maps
have been analysed using statistical tools and iso-concentration algorithms. P is proven to be the fastest
diffuser whereas Ni and Si are slower. The three species segregate together strengthening the idea that
they are decorating stable defect clusters by dumbbell or vacancy dragging. And no apparent influence
on the clustering of every element over the others is observed up to 0.1dpa, suggesting the absence of
synergistic effect between these species.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Comprehension of low-temperature embrittlement in irradi-
ated ferritic/martensitic steels under irradiation is critical in order
to push the operation temperature windows for future Gen IV and
fusion reactor components designs. Part of the radiation embrit-
tlement is caused by intragranular nanometric features, which
induce hardening. In former works, hardening has been consis-
tently explained in neutron irradiated model alloys whose purity
was at an industrial level [1e3]. These FeCr model alloys, which had
Cr concentrations ranging from 2.5 to 12 w%, contained also some
impurities of Ni, Si and P. In these alloys, the increase in yield
strength is linked to the presence of three reported types of small
iversit�e de Rouen, Avenue de
ce.
Pareige).
features: (i) dislocation loops detected by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) [4], (ii) solute-rich clusters (SRCs) observed by
atom probe tomography (APT) and mainly enriched with Ni, Si, P
and Cr [5,6] and (iii) Cr-rich clusters detected by APT and small
angle neutron scattering (SANS) [5e8] which were identified as a0

precipitates. After applying a disperse barrier hardening model, it
turned out that the major contribution to the increase in yield
strength was given by the SRCs and also by the a’ particles in the
case of Cr supersaturation [1,8]. The SRCs are systematically
appearing in FeCr model alloys containing some Ni, Si or P impu-
rities [5,6,9e12].

Pareige et al. [9] found strong indications that their formation is
induced by the irradiation and not thermodynamically enhanced.
These clusters could be either associated with small point defects
clusters and/or with concentration fluctuations acting as traps for
point defects. At 300 �C, P e very strongly d but also Ni and Si can
migrate via vacancy dragging due to their strong solute-vacancy
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Fig. 1. Damage and injected Fe concentration profiles for the target dose 0.1 dpa at
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interaction energies (see Refs. [13e15] and references therein). Also
the formation of P mixed interstitial atoms (MIAs) is energetically
favourable [14,16] and the MIAs have even faster mobility than the
self-interstitals (SIAs) in Fe [16,17]. Indeed a strong solute transport
via interstitial dragging has been suggested as the dominant effect
for the RIS of P whereas it is not expected for Si or Ni at this tem-
perature [18]. Regarding Cr, it has a weak interaction with the va-
cancies [19e22] but a significant binding energy for SIAs [21,23,24]
consequently the Cr atoms diffuse via vacancy and interstitial
mechanism, the latter being at the origin of Cr dragging [18]. As a
consequence, these species tend to segregate at dislocation loops
and point defect sinks [5,10,11,25e35]. Comparison of the number
density of TEM invisible dislocation loops obtained by Object Ki-
netic Monte Carlo (OKMC) simulations by Chiapetto et al. [36] with
the number density of the SRCs measured by APT [5] make the
assumption that SRCs are associated to small point defect clusters
highly likely. Nevertheless, their formation mechanisms are not
clear and a recent work from Bonny et al. [37] has discarded Ni-Cr
synergistic effects as a possible formation mechanism. Since
migrating P can be trapped by substitutional P atoms creating very
stable complexes [14,16,38], it could be possible that these stable
complexes act as a nuclei for the formation of the clusters.

The goal of this work is to study the influence of P, Ni and Si on
the formation and the evolution of the radiation induced CrNiSiP-
rich clusters in Fe-Cr alloys. In order to do so four Fe15%CrX al-
loys containing different diluted elements (X¼Ni, Si, P, NiSiP) have
been irradiated with Fe ions at two different doses. The irradiations
were performed at a temperature of 300 �C and the samples have
been investigated using APT. The distribution maps of the chemical
species have been analyzed to characterize the evolution of the
cluster's characteristics, i.e. size, number density, composition and
size distribution, with the dose. The role of each chemical specie in
the formation of the clusters is discussed. Cr also forms clusters
which are not linked to SRCs at the higher dose in agreement with
the work of Tissot et al. [39] but treatment of these clusters will not
be addressed in this paper.

2. Materials and experiments

2.1. Materials

Four different FeCrX model alloys containing 15 at% Cr and
different X chemical specie contents (X¼Ni, Si, P, NiSiP) were cast
by OCAS in an induction vacuum furnace. From each lab cast, the
pieces were heat treated in a pre-heated furnace at 1200 �C for
1h30, subsequently hot rolled and finally air-cooled down to room
temperature obtaining a fully ferritic microstructure (for further
details see Ref. [40]). The final compositions, obtained from APT
characterization at the present work are reported in Table 1.

2.2. Irradiation conditions

For the ion irradiations, the samples (8e10� 10� 1mm3) were
mirror polished before irradiation using mechanical polishing in
several steps down to diamond suspension of 1 mm. Subsequently
the deformed surface layer was removed by low-temperature
Table 1
Intragranular compositions of the FeCrX (X¼NiSiP, Ni, Si, P) model alloys measured by A

Short Name Cr (at%) Ni (at%) Si (at%)

Fe15CrNiSiP 14.8± 0.4 0.098± 0.012 0.42± 0.05
Fe15CrNi 15.55± 0.11 0.099± 0.001 0.013± 0.013
Fe15CrSi 15.06± 0.18 0.006± 0.001 0.422± 0.019
Fe15CrP 15.0± 0.7 0.006± 0.01 0.016± 0.012
(~0 �C) electropolishing using a solution of 98% of ethylen glycol
monobutyl ether and 2% of perchloric acid.

The model alloys were irradiated with 5MeV Fe2þ ions at 300 �C
using a 3MV-Tandetron accelerator at the Ion Beam Center of
HZDR. All materials were irradiated to a nominal displacement
damage of 0.1 dpa. Additionally one material (Fe15CrNiSiP) was
irradiated to 0.5 dpa. The irradiation was designed in such a way
that the nominal displacement damage was reached at a depth of
500 nm in order to avoid surface effect and the influence of the
implantation peak [39]. The damage and implantation profiles
given in Fig. 1 were calculated using SRIM (Stopping and Range of
Ions in Matter) [41,42] with the ‘‘Quick Kinchin-Pease calculation”
mode and using 40 eV as the displacement threshold for Fe [43]
following the recommendation of Stoller et al. [44]. In order to
guaranty a homogeneous lateral exposure over the whole set of
samples the focussed ion beam was scanned over the area of the
samples during the irradiation. The scanning frequencies were
1041 Hz and 1015 Hz in horizontal and vertical direction, respec-
tively. The ion fluxwasmeasured continuously bymeans of Faraday
cups (current measurement) and integrated to obtain the ion flu-
ence. The ion flux was 1.3$1011 cm�2$s�1 corresponding to a dam-
age rate of 5$10�5 dpa/s at 500 nm depth. The irradiation
temperature of 300 �C was maintained by fixing the samples on a
heating target. The temperature control was based on a thermo-
couple placed on the backside of one sample and no issue with T
homogeneity is expected based on the design of the heater/holder
system.

2.3. Atom probe technique and data analysis methods

For the characterization of the as-received (AR) materials, APT
tips were electropolished using two different electrolytes: 75%
acetic acid �25% perchloric acid and 98% ethylen glycol monobutyl
ether e 2% perchloric acid, the latter being used as a final solution.
After the irradiation, the APT tips were prepared by lift-out of a
chunk and subsequent annular milling using a Scanning Electron
Microscope e Focus Ion Beam (SEM-FIB ZEISS Crossbeam X540). At
PT in at%.

P (at%) Al (at%) C (at%) N (at%)

0.065± 0.024 0.056± 0.004 0.011± 0.014 0.03± 0.02
0.003± 0.001 0.070± 0.001 0.010± 0.004 0.08± 0.02
0.002± 0.001 0.068± 0.001 0.006± 0.02 0.02± 0.03
0.042± 0.002 0.064± 0.001 0.002± 0.001 0.01± 0.02

500 nm.
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least three APT tips have been analysed for each condition. The APT
volumes has been extracted from at least two or three different
places guarantying different analysis of different grains. An APT
volume corresponds to one analysed tip. Total volume analysed
ranges from 0.3 to 1.6$106 nm3 per conditions. All the tips were
prepared at a depth of (500± 100) nm from the surface in order to
investigate the regions of 0.1 dpa or 0.5 dpa. The final milling was
performed with a Ga beam energy of 2 kV in order to reduce im-
plantation of Ga ions in the material. The maximum concentration
of Ga found in the samples did not exceed 0.05 at%.

APT acquisitions were made using a Local Electrode Atom Probe
(LEAP 4000 XHR) from CAMECA. The samples were set at a tem-
perature of 55K in order to avoid preferential evaporation of Cr
atoms. The LEAP has a detector efficiency of 36% and provides a
high mass resolution thanks to the presence of a reflectron. During
the APT experiments the specimens were electrically pulsed with a
pulse fraction of 20% at a pulse rate of 200 kHz. The detection rate
was set up between 0.1% and 0.35%. Subsequently the APT volumes
were reconstructed using IVAS 3.6.8 (CAMECA software). The
reconstruction factors have been adjusted for every sample. The
compression factor x has been systematically derived from the
crystallographic angles between poles observed on the desorption
maps and the field factor (k) has been derived from the expected
interplanar distance at the poles. The values used for x and k have
ranged between 1.3-1.8 and 2.8e6.4 respectively. The tip support
(i.e. electropolished tip or tip onmicro-coupon) has been noticed to
influence the values of the reconstruction parameters (mainly k).

Finally the APT data treatment has been made using the 3D
Software developed by the Groupe de Physique de Mat�eriaux
(GPM) in the University of Rouen Normandie, France. The analysis
was oriented to study the distribution of the impurities (Ni, Si and
P) in thematrix before and after irradiation. Since the dosewas very
low, the identification of SRCs was in some cases limited or not
possible using iso-concentration algorithm [9,45]. Therefore in the
present work, both the iso-concentration (also called iso-position
method (IPM for short)) and a statistical tool based on the first
near-neighbour distance distributions (1NN method) have been
used in order to investigate the distribution of the low alloying
components.
2.3.1. 1NN method
The frequency distributions of the 1NN distances of homo-pairs

(X-X) or hetero-pairs (X-Y)d X or Y being either Ni, Si or Pdhave
been measured experimentally for every APT volume in regions far
away from field desorption lines and poles. To build the histograms
the sampling size used was 0.05 nm. The frequency distributions
have been softly smoothed by averaging over 3 successive points
and normalized to 100. Analogous distance distributions were
calculated for the same volumes after randomization of the atoms.
In this case, the frequency distributions are fitted to a random
distribution applying the model introduced by Philippe et al. [46]
for diluted elements and summarized in equation (1):

PðrÞ ¼ 4pr2QC0exp
�
� 4
3
pQC0r

3
�

(1)

Where P(r) is the density probability to find two 1NN X atoms at
a distance r within dr, Q is the detection efficiency and C0 is the
nominal concentration per unit of volume in the analysed volume.

From comparison of the experimental and randomized 1NN
frequency distributions, early stages of clustering of low-
concentration elements can be identified. The so called V param-
eter [47,48] has been used in order to compare the two distribu-
tions. In this work the V parameter is defined as indicated in
equation (2):
VXY ¼
X
i

��Pei � Pri
�� (2)

where Pei and Pri are the experimental and random frequency dis-
tributions respectively. According to this definition, the V param-
eter measures the statistical distance between the random
distribution of the pairs of the specified chemical species and their
experimental distribution. It is used as a semi-quantitative
parameter, which will allow making comparisons among the im-
purities distribution in the different materials and irradiation
conditions.

2.3.2. Cluster characterization
The IPM is a cluster identification procedure based on three

parameters: a concentration threshold (Cth) criterion, a minimum
number of relevant atoms (Nb) detected in the clusters and a dis-
tance d corresponding to the distance below which two atoms
belong to the same cluster (d¼ 0.2 nm) [45,49]. IPM calculations
are performed on 3D concentration maps built from sampling of
APT volumes in small boxes of 1 nm [49]. The selection of the pa-
rameters Cth and Nb is made in such a way that ghost clusters (i.e.
clusters, which might be present in a random solid solution simply
due to statistics) are avoided. Cth is ensuring that less than 0.01% of
the filtered atoms in the random solution would have this con-
centration [45]. Finally, Nb is chosen in order to identify zero
clusters in the random solution. These parameters were estimated
for each APT volume. The IPM has been applied to the irradiated
volumes at both irradiation conditions and SRCs have been iden-
tified. The parameters used for the IPM for the different materials
and irradiation conditions are summarized in Table 2. For com-
parison purposes the samples at 0.5 dpa have been analysed with
two different set of parameters, further explanations will be given
in the results section.

The number density (NV) of the identified clusters was deter-
mined by a simple ratio of the number of the observed clusters to
the overall analysed volume. After application of cluster identifi-
cation methods, clusters are often found to be surrounded by a
matrix shell rich in Fe and Cr (matrix atoms in the vicinity of the
clusters are erroneously associated to the clusters). These shells are
systematically removed using an erosion method before measuring
the size and the volume fraction. The radius of each cluster was
calculated as indicated in equation (3) considering the clusters as
spherical:

Rclus ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3nVat

4pQ
3

s
(3)

with n the number of atoms in each cluster, Vat the Fe atomic vol-
ume (a03/2 with a0 the lattice parameter) and Q the detector effi-
ciency. This equivalent radius is calculated for every cluster and the
average radius, R, is finally calculated and used as an indicator of the
size of the clusters. The volume fraction (fV) was defined as the ratio
of the number of atoms inside the clusters to the total number of
collected atoms. The cluster's composition was measured in the
core of the clusters using erosion concentration profiles [49]. The
cluster characteristics given by NV, R, fV and composition values
were averaged over all the APTanalysed volumes (at least 3 for each
condition).

3. Results

The solute distributions obtained from the APT volumes are
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Already from visual inspection it is clear
that the P atoms have grouped together after 0.1 dpa (Fig. 2(b)). It is
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Table 2
Parameters used for IPM for every material at the different irradiation conditions. Concentration threshold has been applied either on X atoms (X ¼ P, Si, Ni separately or
Ni þ Si þ P). Cth corresponds to the threshold used for cluster detection Nb is the minimum number of X atoms in the clusters. It is also indicated whether or not clusters were
identified using IPM.

Material Method Dose (dpa) Element Cth (at%) Nb Clusters detected

Fe15CrNi IPM(Ni) 0.1 Ni 1.15e1.25 3e4 No
Fe15CrSi IPM(Si) 0.1 Si 2.60e2.75 5e8 No
Fe15CrP IPM(P) 0.1 P 1.35e1.45 3e4 Yes
Fe15CrNiSiP IPM(Ni) 0.1 Ni 1.20e1.35 3e4 No
Fe15CrNiSiP IPM(Si) 0.1 Si 2.50e2.65 5e7 No
Fe15CrNiSiP IPM(P) 0.1 P 1.30e1.36 3e4 Yes
Fe15CrNiSiP IPM(P) 0.5 P 1.36e1.46 3e4 Yes
Fe15CrNiSiP IPM(NiSiP) 0.5 NiSiP 2.90e3.30 5e6 Yes

Fig. 2. Spatial distribution maps of chemical species in AR states and after 0.1 dpa ion irradiation at 300 �C: P (green dots), Ni (orange dots) and Si (blue dots) in (a) and (b) Fe15CrP
d (c) and (d) Fe15CrNi d(e) and (f) Fe15CrSi. All the irradiated samples have been analysed at a depth of 500± 100 nm and the volumes shown here correspond to
40� 40� 120 nm3. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Spatial distribution maps of chemical species: P (green dots), Ni (orange dots) and Si (blue dots) in Fe15CrNiSiP at different irradiations conditions: (a) AR, (b) 0.1 dpa at
300 �C and (c) 0.5 dpa at 300 �C. All the irradiated samples have been analysed at a depth of 500± 100 nm and the volumes shown here correspond to 40� 40� 80 nm3. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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not the case for both Ni and Si atoms in Fig. 2(d) and (f); a clear re-
arrangement cannot be stated just by visual analysis. In the case of
the model alloy containing the three types of impurities, the
presence of clusters clearly enriched in P can be observed after 0.1
dpa in Fig. 3(b). At higher dose, 0.5 dpa, SRCs enriched in Ni, Si and P
are visible as it is shown in Fig. 3(c).

Looking for a further quantitative and qualitative description of
the chemical specie maps, the 1NN distances distributions have
been determined and the V parameter has been calculated ac-
cording to equation (2) for every Fe15CrX (X¼Ni, Si, P, NiSiP) model
alloy for the AR and both ion-irradiated conditions. The X-X and X-Y
experimental and random 1NN frequency distance distributions
are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for the 0.1 dpa and 0.5 dpa conditions
respectively. X-X 1NN distribution presented in Fig. 4(a) reports the
distribution of the distances between X atoms. The distance be-
tween two X atoms will depend on the X concentration. The lowest
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Fig. 4. (a) Normalized distribution of 1NN distances of X-X pairs in 0.1 dpa irradiated Fe15CrP, Fe15CrNi and Fe15CrSi. (b) Distributions of X-X and X-Y solute pairs in Fe15CrNiSiP
model alloy irradiated up to 0.1dpa at 300 �C.
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the concentration is, the larger is the distance. Si has the highest
concentration (~0.4 at%) so the distance between Si atoms is the
smallest: the peak of the random distribution is around 1 nm. The P
concentration is much lower (~0.05 at%) so the distance between P
atoms is larger than the distance between two Si. The peak of P-P
1NN random distribution is around 2 nm. Ni has an intermediate
content (~0.1 at.%) but because of isotopic overlap with 58Fe2þ or
31Pþ, only the 60Ni2þ (26% of natural abundance) peak has been
considered for 1NN calculations. So the effective concentration for
1NN construction is 0.026 at.%. Consequently, the 1NN distances in
the random distribution between Ni atoms are larger than the ones
for P and Si. The X-Y distributions present the distribution of the
distance of the X atoms around the Y atoms.

The 1NN distance distributions in the AR samples confirmed
that the solutes are randomly distributed (not presented here). At
0.1 dpa, the results shown in Fig. 4, (a) and (b), reveal strong
clustering of the P atoms in agreement with the visual inspection of
the 3D images: the proportion of short 1NN distances for P-P pairs
is much larger after irradiation than in random solid solution for
both Fe15CrP and Fe15CrNiSiP. Slight clustering is also evident for Si
(Si-Si plots) in both Fe15CrSi and Fe15CrNiSiP, whereas it was not
possible to see anything on the 3D images in Fe15CrSi. The P-Si
graph, which evaluates the distance distribution of the P atoms
around the Si atoms, reveals an increased proportion of P-Si short
1NN distances with respect to random solid solution thereby un-
derlying the fact that P and Si cluster altogether. Clustering ten-
dency is not so clear in the case of Ni-Ni pairs at low dose whatever
the alloy. However, P-Ni graph in Fe15CrNiSiP reveals that P atoms
are closer to Ni than in the random state. In conclusion, at 0.1 dpa,
strong clustering of P atoms, which are not only closer to other P
atoms but also to Ni and Si atoms in Fe15CrNiSiP, is observed. When
increasing the dose to 0.5 dpa, clear tendencies of all the species
(even Ni-Ni) to be closer to each other are recognized in Fe15Cr-
NiSiP, Fig. 5.

The V parameters are plotted as a function of the studied specie
(P-P, Ni-Ni or Si-Si) and of the irradiation condition (AR, 0.1 or 0.5
dpa) in Fig. 6. Every dot corresponds to a different AP tip analysed,
so the dispersion on the experimental results is illustrated. Quali-
tatively, the higher the V parameter is, the more deviated from the
random distribution are the Ni, Si or P populations. It is important
to notice that sensitivity of the V parameter depends on the nom-
inal concentration of the studied element. This is because, as earlier
explained in this section, themore diluted the element is, the larger
the 1NN average distance will be and thus if short distances appear
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Fig. 5. Normalized distribution of 1NN distances of X-X and X-Y pairs in Fe15CrNiSiP model alloy irradiated up to 0.5dpa at 300 �C.

Fig. 6. V-parameter obtained from 1NN distributions of X-X pairs, X ¼ (P, Ni, Si). AR
results (squares), 0.1 dpa (triangles) and 0.5 dpa (circles) are plotted. The studied
samples are Fe15CrP, Fe15CrNi, Fe15CrSi and Fe15CrNiSiP. Dots of the same colour
represent different APT volumes analysed. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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due to clustering then the measured V parameter will be larger in
the case of more diluted elements than in the case of higher
nominal concentration.

Fig. 6 is indicating, how the P atoms are forming clusters.
Interestingly, it appears from Fig. 6 that P clustering seems to
almost saturate at 0.1 dpa given that no significant increase in the
V parameter is found between 0.1 and 0.5 dpa for P-P pairs. In the
case of Ni and Si, values of the V parameter at 0.1 dpa indicate that
the solute distributions start to slightly deviate from the random
as already pointed out by the 1NN plots. For Ni, a clear increase of
clustering with dose is observed. For Si it is more difficult to
conclude from the V parameter analysis due to the small variations
in V. Irrespective of whether Ni, Si and P are alone or altogether in
the alloys, the V parameter has the same values at the 0.1 dpa
condition. According to these results, the behaviour of P is iden-
tical in both Fe15CrP and Fe15CrNiSiP regardless of the presence of
Ni and Si. Similarly, Ni and Si clustering does not seem to be
enhanced by the strong clustering tendency of P. Nevertheless,
investigation of Fe15CrNi and Fe15CrSi irradiated at 0.5 dpa
should be done to confirm this observation as the signals at 0.1
dpa are very low.

The cluster analysis using IPM has been performed for every
irradiated model alloy as indicated in Table 2. As it can be seen in
Table 2 a different set of parameters are chosen for IPM depending
on the chemical specie investigated by the algorithm. The variation
of the parameters Cth and Nb, which are required to unavoidably
identify irradiation clusters, is linked to the nominal concentration
of the specie considered in every AP tip. When the IPM filter is
applied to identify P-rich clusters it will be referred to as IPM(P).
The IPM(P) has been applied to Fe15CrP at 0.1 dpa and to Fe15Cr-
NiSiP at 0.1 and 0.5 dpa. As it is indicated in Table 2, using IPM(Ni) or
IPM(Si) filters to identify Ni or Si clusters, does not enable to detect
clusters at 0.1 dpa. This is because clusters at 0.1 dpa are probably
too small and/or weakly enriched in Ni and Si (as it will be shown
below) and are thus below the detection limit of the IPM tool. In the
case of IPM(NiSiP) the atoms of Ni, Si and P are treated by the
software as if they are all the same element, thus in practical terms
this means that the software analyses the volume as if the three
types of atoms would be only one element and thus the effective
nominal concentration in the sample would be CNiSiP ¼ CNiþCSiþCP.
The consequence is that the values of Cth and Nb are larger than in
the case of IPM(P). The model alloy Fe15CrNiSiP at 0.5 dpa has been
analyzed using two filters: IPM(P) and IPM(NiSiP). The former
analysis would allow to make direct comparisons to the materials
irradiated at 0.1 dpa, tracking in this way the effect of the irradia-
tion dose. The later would better describe the actual cluster char-
acteristics since the three chemical species are clustering at the
same regions (this point would be further addressed at the end of
this section).

The results obtained with these filters i.e. characteristics of the
clusters (NV, R and fV), are presented in Fig. 7(a) and in Table 3 for
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Fig. 7. Cluster characteristics of ion-irradiated specimens at 300 �C as a function of the dose a) volume fraction (fV), number density (NV) and radius (R) of the SRCs, b) solute
concentration of the clusters. Fe concentration makes the balance to 100%.

Table 3
Characteristics of the SRCs measured by APT and analyzed with IPM.

Alloy Dose (dpa) IPM filter element fV (%) NV (1023 nm�3) R (nm)

Fe15CrP 0.1 P 0.11± 0.05 2.7± 0.8 0.9± 0.3
Fe15CrNiSiP 0.1 P 0.08± 0.03 3.0± 0.9 0.8± 0.2
Fe15CrNiSiP 0.5 P 0.17± 0.06 3.7± 1.9 0.9± 0.3
Fe15CrNiSiP 0.5 NiSiP 0.61± 0.23 6.4± 1.9 1.1± 0.3
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both 0.1 and 0.5 dpa. The characterization in terms of composition
presented in Fig. 7(b) shows that in all cases the clusters are Fe-Cr
based with a content of 17 at% of Cr and different Ni, Si and P
contents depending on the material, the dose and the analysis
method applied. Additionally, Fig. 8 presents the cluster size dis-
tributions. The size distributions are relevant in order to accu-
rately characterize formed clusters since they provide information
on the dispersion of the clusters size with respect to the averaged
value.
Fig. 8. Normalized size distributions of the SRCs obtained: (a) and (b) for Fe15CrP and Fe15C
sets of parameters, IPM(P) and IPM(NiSiP), respectively. The numbers of clusters used to buil
dotted line plot in (c) represents the smoothed distribution of (b).
3.1. 0.1 dpa e IPM(P)

At 0.1 dpa, Fig. 7 (a) shows that number density, size and volume
fraction obtained using IPM(P) are very similar in both Fe15CrP and
Fe15CrNiSiP alloys showing that the P cluster formation is not
influenced by the presence of Ni and Si in the matrix. Fig. 7(b)
which reports the SRC composition, shows that the P enrichment
found at 0.1 dpa in both Fe15CrP and Fe15CrNiSiP after applying
IPM(P) is the same. The SRCs found in the Fe15CrNiSiP alloy also
rNiSiP, respectively, at 0.1 dpa and (c) and (d) for Fe15CrNiSiP at 0.5 dpa using different
d the histograms were (a) 280, (b) 110, (c) 133 and (d) 264. For comparison purpose, the
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exhibit a presence of Ni and Si beyond their nominal concentration
in compliance with the indications given by the V parameter and
the 1NN curves.

3.2. 0.5 dpa e IPM(P)

At 0.5 dpa in the Fe15CrNiSiP, the results from Fig. 7(a) and
Table 3 reveal that at higher dose, the detected P-rich clusters with
IPM(P) present a slight increase in terms of fV and Nv. The size
distribution slips towards higher values as shown in Fig. 8(b and c).
But because of themodification of the shape of the distribution, this
only leads to a slight increase in average size (Table 3). The limited
statistics on the size distributions do not allow to state further
conclusions. Concerning the solute content of the clusters, a higher
enrichment in Ni and Si is found (Fig. 7(b)) in good agreement with
the 1NN analysis.

3.3. 0.5 dpa e IPM(NiSiP)

As it has been mentioned earlier in this section, the IPM(NiSiP)
would better describe the actual characteristics of the SRCs formed;
indeed, according to a visual inspection of the 3D APT datasets at
0.5 dpa, only considering P in the IPM is not correct since many
clusters are missed in the identification. This indicates that some
clusters are more diluted in P but richer in Si or Ni. These clusters
are therefore only detected using IPM(NiSiP). Thus IPM(NiSiP) was
also applied using the set of analysis parameters given in Table 2. As
a consequence the detected fV is three times bigger and Nv is almost
double. The average size is larger, 1.1 nm, resulting from a
displacement of the size distribution towards larger sizes
(Fig. 8(d)). The larger average size of the clusters and the shift of the
size distribution are likely to be due to the presence of Si and Ni
atoms nearby the P atoms. Indeed, the average concentration of the
clusters reveals even a stronger enrichment in Ni and Si than what
was revealed with IPM(P) (see Fig. 7). With IPM(NiSiP) filter at 0.5
dpa, 73% of the SRCs identified are found enriched in Ni, Si and P,
whereas 24% where found containing only Si and P and 3% only
with Si. The fact that no P atoms were observed in the 3% of the
clusters could be simply due to the detection efficiency of the APT
(36%) and the small number of atoms concerned. This constrain also
applies to the detection of Ni in the clusters. Another constraint for
Ni is the fact that the identification on the 3D maps is only per-
formed on the second isotope of Ni (26% of natural abundance) due
to isotopic overlaps with 58Fe2þ or 31Pþ. Of course, isotopic overlaps
are systematically corrected for composition measurements.

In every casedi.e. every combination of model alloy, dose and
IPM analysisdno variation of SRCs' Cr content is observed with
dose. Regarding the uncertainties, it is difficult to conclude on a Cr
enrichment of the clusters. However it is worth noting that the
measured Cr concentration is systematically 2% over the nominal
one. This is coherent with Cr interstitial dragging mechanism and
with experimental observations of Cr enrichment in SRCs under
neutron irradiation [25] and Cr segregation at dislocation loops
[11,31]. It must be emphasised that Cr-enriched clusters, which are
not linked to SRCs, are observed at 0.5 dpa in agreement with the
work of Tissot et al. [39]. Nevertheless, treatment of these clusters
will not be addressed in this paper. The presence of C can also be
noticed. This is linked to C contamination during irradiation. This
contamination does not exceed 0.07 at.% and no significant amount
of C was detected in the SRCs.

4. Discussion

In this work, it has been experimentally observed that the P-rich
clusters are already formed at the lowest dose, 0.1 dpa, whereas not
even Cr-rich clusters are observed. However, it is worth to note that
the presence of Si or Ni enriched clusters cannot be ruled out
because of the possible existence of very small cluster size/low
concentrations at this dose in Fe15CrNi and Fe15CrSi. The analysis
of the P-P V parameter evolutionwith dose indicates that clustering
of P atoms is almost saturated at 0.5 dpa in sight of the smaller
increase of the V-parameter at higher doses. P appears thus as the
fastest diffuser and the specie having the strongest tendency to
segregate. This is in full agreement with diffusion data [14,16] and
the strongest dragging of P over the other elements predicted by
Messina et al. [15,18], either via vacancy or interstitial mechanisms.
Also, the high density of clusters and the saturation of the clus-
tering agree well with the fact that P mixed dumbbells have been
shown to create very stable complexes with substitutional P. This
effect is likely to be at the origin of the increase of dislocation loop
density in FeP alloys with respect to pure Fe [14,16,17,38]. These
point defect sinks could be further enriched by dragging of P atoms
via vacancies and interstitials.

From the concentration values of the SRCs at 0.1 dpa (Fig. 7 (b))
and from the analysis of the hetero-pairs, P-Ni and P-Si (Fig. 4(b)), it
is clear that Ni and Si appear associated to the P-rich clusters. At the
same time the values of V parameter, presented in Fig. 6, are similar
for every X-X pair at 0.1 dpa independently of the presence of the
respective other two elements in the alloy. Therefore, the clustering
tendency of P does not seem to be modified by the presence of Ni
and Si and the presence of P clusters is shown not to enhance Ni and
Si clustering at 0.1 dpa. Thus from these results no synergetic effect
has been detected between these species. However, the signal for
Ni and Si is very small at 0.1 dpa in Fig. 6. In sight of these con-
siderations further studies of Fe15CrNi, Fe15CrP and Fe15CrSi
irradiated at 0.5 dpa would be required to confirm this conclusion
since comparisons of the V parameter values and Nv could help to
clarify whether the SRCs are stabilized by the presence of P or not.

The application of the IPM(P) to the Fe15CrNiSiP alloy allows to
study the dose evolution on the SRCs under the same data treat-
ment conditions and thus enabling direct comparisons to be made:
at 0.5 dpa the P-rich clusters become richer in Si and Ni, accom-
panied by a slight increase in the number density. Therefore, ac-
cording to a RIS process Si and Ni atoms, which are slower diffusers,
reach the SRCs as the dose increases, also some more P atoms
segregate at 0.5 dpa, but not as many as indicated by the saturation
of the V parameter.

Further analysis of the clusters in the Fe15CrNiSiP alloy at 0.5 dpa
using IPM(NiSiP) method, revealed that the SRCs are indeed more
abundant, bigger, more diluted in P andmore concentrated in Ni and
Si than what could be detected by IPM(P). The fact that the correct
identification of all the visible clusters is achieved by using IPM(-
NiSiP) is another evidence that the three elements are segregating
together in the same places. Still it is possible that the smallest SRCs
are not detected, but this is the limitation of the analysis tool. We
interpret the segregations of the three species at the SRCs as the
decoration of stable point-defect clusters based on the experimental
observations presented here and in previous works [9,36] as well as
on the high affinity of these elements to segregate on dislocation
loops and lines [5,11,15,25e30,33,34,34,35,37]. Segregation of these
species at dislocation loops will have a strong impact on hardening
since segregations can increase their obstacle strength [50,51].

5. Conclusions

The investigation into the role of Ni, Si and P in the cluster for-
mation has been carried out by studying the model alloys Fe15CrNi,
Fe15CrSi, Fe15CrP and Fe15CrNiSiP, both AR and ion-irradiated at
300 �C to 0.1 dpa (all) and 0.5 dpa (Fe15CrNiSiP only) using APT. It
has experimentally observed that:
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� P atoms have the strongest tendency to cluster. They are the
fastest diffusers forming clusters at the lowest dose, 0.1 dpa.

� The P clustering is almost saturated at 0.1 dpa, since no signif-
icant increase of the V parameter is measured at 0.5 dpa.

� At 0.1 dpa, Ni and Si atom distributions are shown to slightly
deviate from the random one indicating that they have a ten-
dency to cluster but they diffuse more slowly.

� Even at low dose, P, Ni and Si are shown to cluster together.
� The fV, NV, R and the Ni, Si enrichment of the SRCs are increasing
with the irradiation dose.

� Results indicate an absence of synergistic effects among Ni, Si
and P in the formation of the SRCs. There is no indication that P,
although being the faster diffuser and the specie having the
strongest clustering tendency, influences the clustering of Ni
and Si. This conclusion should be confirmed by further irradia-
tions at higher dose.
Data availability

The raw/processed data required to reproduce these findings
cannot be shared at this time as the data also forms part of an
ongoing study.
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